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A data- and model-driven
approach for cancer treatment
We are all very diﬀerent, with
diﬀerent genomes, diﬀerent disease
histories, diﬀerent behavior and
molecularly diﬀerent diseases. It
is therefore not surprising that we
often react diﬀerently to drugs
we receive. To overcome this in
oncology, we require much deeper
data on individual tumors and
patients (e.g., comprehensive
molecular tumor analysis, CMTA),
and much better personalized
prediction of the eﬀects of possible
therapies, initially through precision
medicine, but increasingly through
digital models of individual tumors
and patients, our “digital twins”.

Cancer management
Cancer continues to exert a major socioeconomic burden worldwide. Each
year in Europe, there are approximately
3.7 mio. new cases and 1.9 mio. deaths
due to cancer [1]. In Germany alone,
there are over 500,000 new cases and
200,000 deaths due to cancer each year,
with less than 50% of German cancer patients surviving for more than 10 years.
The economic burden is enormous, with
cancer costing Europe more than 126 billion euros every year [2]. A signiﬁcant
portion of this amount is being spent on
drugs that often only help a fraction of
the patients.
At the heart of these statistics is, in
part, the fact that in many cases the cancer is only diagnosed in late stages, when
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it has already spread to other organs and
acquired higher molecular heterogeneity, complicating its clinical management.
Another issue accounting for cancer mortality is the limited number of available,
approved drugs and access to clinical trials. Furthermore, every patient and every
tumor is diﬀerent, and reacts diﬀerently
to treatment. How eﬀective a treatment
will be depends on a combination of individual attributes of the patient, such
as age, general condition, genetic proﬁle,
the molecular landscape and biological
properties of the tumor and interactions
with the host (e.g., pharmacogenetics, intestinal microbiota, status of the immune
system). Detailed and accurate knowledge about the individual tumor and patientis essential forthe implementation of
eﬃcient precision medicine approaches.
While the uniqueness of each individual can today be considered in some
areas of medicine (e.g., surgery), it is not
yet adequately addressed in drug-based
therapy, although major progress has undoubtedly been made for patient stratiﬁcation. In particular, developments
in molecular proﬁling tools, mainly genomics, butalsotranscriptomics and proteomics, are not only enabling insight into
the mechanisms of cancer and the identiﬁcation of patient groups responsive to
a particular therapy, but they are also
demonstrating how heterogeneous cancer cells are across individual tumors,
people, and populations. Recognizing
the inherent individuality of each patient
and their tumor, precision medicine approaches based on the characterization
of an individual’s cancer at the molecular
level are starting to enter the mainstream
of clinical practice for some cancer types

and are providing new hope for cancer
patients.

State of the art:
precision oncology
Patient stratiﬁcation using biomarkers
as companion diagnostics for targeted
therapies has seen improvements in the
success rate of cancer treatments, representing a real paradigm shift in clinical
practice. In the clinic, single gene and
multigene panel sequencing are most
often used to detect somatic alterations
in a tumor sample. For example, the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
(HER2), a proto-oncogene encoding the
HER2 (alias ERBB2) tyrosine kinase
receptor, is used as a biomarker for selecting treatment options. The use of
HER2-directed agents such as the monoclonal antibody therapy trastuzumab and
pertuzumab, has dramatically improved
breast cancer patient outcomes in all
stages of the disease [3, 4]. However,
although these methods have enriched
the treatment toolkit by enabling stratiﬁcation of patients into subgroups of
potential responders, they only test for
alterations in a limited number of genes
(those present on the panel) and still
only provide a treatment option for
those patients who happen to carry the
selected markers—typically only a small
fraction of the cases [e.g., 25% of breast
cancers overexpress HER2; 15% of lung
cancer patients carry alterations in epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
or receptor tyrosine kinase proto-oncogene 1 (ROS1)], limiting the overall
impact of single biomarker strategies
[5]. Moreover, additional individual

Fig. 1 9 Comparison of
diﬀerent diagnostic approaches. CMTA Comprehensive Molecular Tumor
Analysis (adapted from
[11], courtesy of S. Karger
AG, Basel, Switzerland)

genetic alterations characteristic of each
tumor may be associated with resistance to the biomarker-selected therapy.
For instance, only 20–50% of the patients carrying the ERBB2 ampliﬁcation
marker actually respond to trastuzumab.
Moreover, tumor heterogeneity represents another challenge in which the
outcome of drug response is determined
by cell populations that carry diﬀerent
biological features [6].

precision oncology
»basedFuture
on multidimensional
molecular data from both the
patient and tumor
Large-scale cancer sequencing initiatives such as the International Cancer
Genome Consortium (ICGC) and The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) are characterizing the molecular complexity of
a large number of cancer types in great
detail and revealing that for some cancer types, identiﬁcation of single key
driver mutations may not be possible. These eﬀorts have catalyzed a shift
in focus from individual driver genes
towards a more expansive and heterogeneous cancer mutational landscape
(e.g., [7, 8]). By restricting molecular
analysis to just a few regions of the
tumor genome most precision oncology
programs (which typically scan cancer
gene panels) run the risk of missing

very important information that may
impact treatment choice. Additional
omics, such as transcriptome sequencing (RNAseq), oﬀer valuable insights for
orienting treatment recommendations,
such as the MammaPrint signature that
predicts treatment response in breast
cancer [9]. RNAseq enables access to
a deeper level of knowledge on the tumor biology (oncogenic changes in gene
expression, epigenetic eﬀects, splice variants, information on unexpected gene
fusions, etc) [10, 11], and the tumor
microenvironment, which is becoming
an increasingly attractive target for clinical intervention, with drugs targeting
hypoxia, for instance. The breakthrough
of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs)
has changed the precision medicine
landscape [12] and shows that the focus
of targeted therapies goes much beyond
mutated forms of cancer genes to the
immune environment. One predictor of
response to ICIs is tumor mutation burden (TMB), which cannot be estimated
with small gene panels. More than 50%
of cutaneous melanomas, typically associated with a large number of somatic
mutations including BRAFV600E, show
durable response to ICIs with a relatively high response rate to anti-PD1
therapy (PD1: programmed cell death
protein 1) [13]. In this context, identifying biomarkers that are predictive for
response to immune checkpoint blockade will become increasingly important
for selecting personalized treatment

options. For example, in advanced colorectal cancer, overall response to antiPD1 therapy is low; however, a subpopulation of patients with high TMB and
genomic instability is responsive. Thus,
a deep molecular analysis of the tumor
and its microenvironment will facilitate selection of immune and targeted
therapy options and provide new opportunities for the identiﬁcation of relevant
biomarkers for therapeutic response and
side eﬀects. Furthermore, recent data
show that combination therapies are
generally more eﬀective [14].
This shift towards an increasingly detailed characterization of tumor (and patient) from single gene mutations and
gene panels to whole exome sequencing (WES) analyses is already being undertaken in several clinical setups. The
integration of RNAseq data, however,
is still rarely implemented as of now.
We have initiated the Treat20plus pilot program, a German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)funded project focused on deep molecular characterization and modeling of
tumors from metastatic melanoma patients, in collaboration with the Charité
Comprehensive Center, Berlin. We have
developed the Comprehensive Molecular
Tumor Analysis (CMTA) integrating low
coverage genome, deep exome and deep
bulk tumor transcriptome (. Fig. 1), in
which combined data are interpreted in
a comprehensive yet concise report for
the clinical tumor board. These data are
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also interpreted together with the routine
tumor pathology, and innovative technologies such as CyTOF-based Imaging
Mass Cytometry. We are using the Hyperion-based highly multiplexed (40 antigens in parallel) system, which enables
spatially resolved proteome analysis to
gain more information on the heterogeneity of the tumor, a major determinant
in disease recurrence, and the tumor microenvironment; in particular, the presence, location and activity of diﬀerent
types of immune cells. We are also considering the routine characterization of
the status of the immune system by emulsion-based techniques [15] or single cell
transcriptome sequencing of circulating
immune cells to better understand the
factors determining the likely response
and side eﬀects of diﬀerent immunotherapies in speciﬁc patients.

Prediction of drug response in
precision medicine
Based on deep molecular analysis of the
tumor, therapies can be proposed (or rejected) based on causal arguments (e.g.,
availability of a drug against a fusion protein driving the tumor) or based on correlations of speciﬁc biomarkers or signatures with response or nonresponse to
diﬀerent drugs. While some of these actionable variants (mutations, speciﬁc fusion genes or transcripts) are common in
speciﬁc tumors (a good basis for panel sequencing), they often occur at lower frequency in other tumors; however, these
therapy relevant alterations are often only
detected by analyses at the depth and
breadth provided by approaches such as
the CMTA and similarly comprehensive
methods.

Predicting drug response from
complex data
In view of the enormous complexity of
the human body and the disease tissue,
and the many components able to aﬀect
the response to drugs, it is likely that
mechanistic or hybrid models, combining mechanistic components with artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)-based tools, will
be needed to achieve truly personalized
therapy choice.
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Abstract
All people are unique and so are their diseases.
Our genomes, disease histories, behavior,
and lifestyles are all diﬀerent; therefore it is
not too surprising that people often respond
diﬀerently when administered the same
drugs. Cancer, in particular, is a complex
and heterogeneous disease, originating in
patients with diﬀerent genomes, in cells
with the diﬀerent epigenomes, formed and
evolving on the basis of random processes,
with the response to therapy not only
depending on the individual cancer cell
but also on many features of the patient.
Selection of an optimal therapy will therefore
require a deep molecular analysis comprising
both the patient and their tumor (e.g.,
comprehensive molecular tumor analysis
[CMTA]), and much better personalized
prediction of response to possible therapies.

As the knowledge base on cancer, cellular transduction and molecular interactions widens, so does our ability to
generate computational models with the
capacity to accurately represent the complex networks and cross-talk determining cancer progression and drug response
[16–21]. In particular, mechanistic models based on ordinary diﬀerential equations (ODEs)are among the mostpromising approaches for quantitatively capturing the dynamic behavior of the complex
cellular processes associated with cancer and facilitating individualized predictions of drug response [18–21]. To
simulate the eﬀect of drugs on a speciﬁc
tumor, a mechanistic model that integrates knowledge regarding relevant cancer signaling pathways together with detailed mechanistic drug data has tobe personalized using the molecular information from tumor and patient (functionally relevant sequence variants or gene
fusions, expression changes, etc.). Relevant changes are then used to modify the
abundance or the functional features of
the corresponding objects in the model
[18, 19].
The main advantages of mechanistic
models are the integration of data from

Currently, we are at an inﬂection point in
which advances in technology, decreases in
the costs of sequencing and other molecular
analyses, and increases in computing
advances are converging, forming the
foundation to build a data-driven approach
to personalized oncology. In this article we
discuss the deep molecular characterization
of individual tumors and patients as the
basis of not only current precision oncology
but also of computational models (‘digital
twins’), the foundation for a truly personalized
therapy selection of the future.
Keywords
Precision medicine · Biomarkers, Tumor · Gene
expression proﬁling · Translational medical
research · Molecular targeted therapy

diverse sources and experimental protocols, as well as the possibility to generate hypotheses for causal mechanisms
through the design of in silico experiments to answer yet unsolved questions
[22, 23]. By perturbing individual components within the mechanistic network
(e.g., through simulation of mutations or
changes in gene expression), the study of
functional eﬀects on diﬀerent pathways
and the identiﬁcation of highly sensitive components that represent promising treatment targets is facilitated. Furthermore, virtual drug screens can be
performed that incorporate the patient’s
background, enabling discrimination between eﬀective and ineﬀective drugs, and
facilitating selection of optimal dosing
and prediction of oﬀ-target eﬀects that
might lead to severe side eﬀects (. Fig. 2;
[22, 24]). As such, mechanistic modeing represents a powerful and promising approach for virtual clinical trials,
drug target identiﬁcation, and personalized medicine (. Fig. 2; see also references [18–20, 24]).

Fig. 2 8 Workﬂow and applications of mechanistic modeling

The model parametrization
challenge
While the structure of these models is
well deﬁned, based on the results of basic research over many decades, little is
known about the kinetic constants and
other parameters in the complex environment of the cells and organisms; these
values are, however, absolutely essential
for making quantitative predictions. To

estimate these types of parameters, we
have to iteratively ‘reverse engineer’ the
parameters of the system by minimizing the diﬀerences between model predictions and experimental data. In our
view, this constitutes the major remaining bottleneck on the way to a data- and
model-driven personalized medicine of
the future. Solving this challenge will
represent a major step forward towards
accurate predictions of an individual’s re-

sponse to targeted cancer drugs, allowing
direct use of personalized computational
models to help determine the optimal
therapy choice.

From purely mechanistic to hybrid
models
In many other areas (e.g., weather forecasts, virtual crash tests), mechanistic
computational models have been shown
Der Onkologe · Suppl 2 · 2019
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to be excellent tools, with the ability to
integrate a wide range of data. For processes where no information on the exact molecular mechanisms is available,
hybrid models combining mechanistic
model components with classical AI techniques (e.g., neural nets), might be of use
for the generation of ‘hybrid’ models,
combining the strengths (and avoiding
the weaknesses) of both strategies.

From modeling the tumor
to modeling the patient: the
DigiTwins concept
The eﬀects and side eﬀects of a cancer
drug to be taken orally is dependent on
a range of factors; these include the enormous biological complexity of tumor cells
and the heterogeneity of the tumor, the
metabolism of the drug by intestinal microbiota, the pharmacogenomics determined by the patient genome, possible
side eﬀects on key cell types and, especially for immunotherapy, the patient’s
immune system. It will therefore be essential to move from just modeling the
tumor to also modeling the relevant tissues and cell types of the patient, communicating by exchange of signals (in this
case the concentration of the active drug
forms over time), as well as the complex interactions of the tumor with the
immune system. This concept can, however, be generalized to any other disease
area, with virtual patients constructed by
modeling relevant components and processes in the individual patient, as well as
their interactions, to develop truly personalized therapy choice, prevention and
selectionofwell-being measures, notonly
for an increasing number of patients but
also for healthy individuals (see www.
digitwins.org).

Outlook
Drugs aﬀect the complex and highly variable biological networks in our bodies.
To predict the response of a particular
person/tumor to a drug, we therefore
have to characterize their relevant biological networks in great detail. Such an
approach was unthinkable or simply too
expensive even a short time ago, costing
much more than the classical pathology-
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based approach to diagnostics and empirical treatment selection. However, it is
now increasingly feasible due to progress
in a range of ﬁelds from next generation sequencing (NGS) and other -omics,
imaging and sensor-based techniques to
computing.

Mechanistic models
»quantitatively
capture the
complex cellular processes
associated with cancer
The ability to predict the eﬀects of a drug
or drug combinations on individual patients in silico opens up numerous new
opportunities for the future of precision
oncology. By increasing the likelihood
that the treatment given to a patient will
work, the positive impacts will not only
be felt by patients but health care systems in general. Through improvement
of outcomes and quality of life, a potential reduction in therapeutic, diseaserecurrence and end-stage clinical costs
is anticipated that would counterbalance
a potential increase in diagnostic (omicsbased medicine) costs (NGS costs are already rapidly decreasing), and promote
the reduction of inequalities across health
systems by guiding the use of resources
more eﬀectively.
The data- and model-driven approach
to treating cancer patients we describe
is within grasp and not part of our
distant future, with ongoing proof-ofprinciple clinical pilot studies, such as
Treat20plus, and research scale eﬀorts
underway (e.g., iPC, a Horizon 2020
research and innovation project focused
on predicting treatment outcomes for
pediatric cancer, www.ipc-project.eu).
The Treat20plus project, in particular,
highlights the seamless integration of
this approach within the current care
framework, with results forming part
of the toolkit used to inform molecular
tumor board discussions and subsequent
treatment decisions. In the broader context, initiatives such as DigiTwins (www.
digitwins.org) are looking to a future
sustainable vision of health care rooted
in a data- and model-driven approach.
Technology developments will be key

to this vision. The routine inclusion of
technologies such as single cell NGS [25]
and in situ sequencing [26], as well as
sensor-based and imaging techniques,
will become critical in enabling the characterization of patients and their tumors
in suﬃcient detail and will serve as the
basic data input for the models of the
future.

Clinical relevance
4 Cancer treatment boards can be

informed by a data and model
approach as part of the current patient
diagnostic and therapy selection
process.
4 The data- and model-driven approach
to personalized oncology is already
being tested in pilot clinical studies.
4 Further model development and
optimization is required to ensure
speciﬁcity, accuracy, and sensitivity
of model predictions.
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